Give Hope, Opportunity & Voice

Each year, over 26,000 people find hope for a better future at ACRS, along with opportunities to meet the basic needs of their families. In the process, they often find their voice.
Dear Friends,

This has been an action packed year. ACRS worked with our community members to bring hope, opportunity and voice to the community we serve. ACRS grew from the social justice movement, and remains firmly rooted in it. We understand that hope, opportunity and voice are inextricably linked.

We gave hope to our youth, adults and seniors healing in mind and body through our mental health, substance use disorder, problem and pathological gambling services, nutrition and wellness programs. We gave opportunity to youth and adults seeking better lives through employment and career growth. We gave voice to all generations of our community through our citizenship services and civic engagement activities.

And we see the beautiful fruits of our labor. We see a new generation of young leaders, ready to change their lives, and change our world. We see a wise generation of elders, unafraid to advocate for their rights, and eager to improve conditions not only for themselves, but for everyone facing the same challenges. They are determined to leave a better world for future generations.

We see and hear our community speaking out on the front lines of climate justice and the work to stop climate change, because we know of climate refugees from the islands, coastlines, and lands of our ancestral homelands, and we know that our neighborhoods have some of the worst air quality and health indicators resulting from carbon pollution. We see and hear our community testifying for improved public transportation to enable our transit dependent community members to get to the places they need to go to sustain their lives, and to provide greener transportation options. We see and hear our community join with others to call for greater police accountability and an end to biased policing. We are inspired by clients who break the stigma and stereotypes of people with mental illness by publicly sharing their stories of suffering and recovery, to better educate policymakers and legislators about the need for adequate investment in mental health services and that recovery is possible when services are available. Our clients and community members are active and outspoken on key issues of our times. Their voices were never more needed than in these times and the challenging days ahead.

Our community is the fastest growing racial demographic in the nation. With our growth comes the opportunity to use our powerful voices and votes, so that our community can better participate in and strengthen our democracy.

Thanks to you, we are poised on the cutting edge of change, whether it is change in the individual lives of those we serve, or change as a people, whether in our community, our country, or the world.

Thank you for all your support and making our work possible,

Diane Narasaki
ACRS Executive Director
A Story of Hope, Opportunity and Voice

Pheangdy left Laos in 2002 and came to the U.S. to care for her ailing father. After he passed away, she decided to set down roots and make America her home.

In time, Pheangdy met and married her husband, and was able to obtain a green card and become a permanent resident. Unfortunately, her marriage did not work out and once she separated from her husband, Pheangdy found herself without a roof over her head. She moved from couch to couch while working as a cook. Her English was poor, which prevented her from getting a better job so she could afford adequate housing. She also suffered from depression and experienced kidney failure in connection to her diabetes.

In the fall of 2010, Pheangdy found her way to ACRS. She worked with a case manager, who helped her manage her depression and diabetes. He helped Pheangdy find stable housing, served as an interpreter during medical appointments and enrolled her in a citizenship class for Lao speakers at ACRS so she could achieve her goal of becoming a U.S. citizen. Pheangdy failed in her initial attempts at naturalization, but she was a diligent student and continued attending classes and working to improve her English so she could one day succeed.

Pheangdy found hope and opportunity at ACRS. She found a sense of community and began to develop her voice so she could advocate for people in situations similar to her own. Even though she could not vote, she looked forward to an annual trip to Olympia, when hundreds of Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (AAPIs) meet with legislators about issues of importance to them.

Things took a turn for the worse when Pheangdy was diagnosed with stage 4 cancer in 2015. Her chemotherapy schedule made it difficult for her to continue attending her classes. Her depression and medications affected her memory and interfered with her ability to learn and retain information. Pheangdy confided in her case manager, “I hope I can become a citizen before I die.” Her case manager enlisted the
Connecting Our Community with Our Democracy

The language and cultural barriers that result in disparities in access to healthcare and other services for Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (AAPI) can also be hurdles to full participation in our democracy. That is why ACRS works all year-round – not just during elections – and throughout our programs, to lift up the voices of our community. We help thousands overcome linguistic and cultural barriers, and gain the ability to advocate on behalf of themselves, their families and their communities on the issues that matter most to them. Here’s a quick recap of what we’ve been doing since we last shared our work in the spring edition of ACRS News.

Building the Momentum

This year was filled with targeted work to increase visibility, engagement and leadership. We found that people are engaged. They are ready and excited to participate. Ahead of the primary election, we placed Get Out the Vote (GOTV) advertisements in Chinese, Korean and Vietnamese in eight ethnic newspapers. We ran voter registration and GOTV public service announcements through Desi 1250 AM radio to reach the South Asian community and on Crossings TV that reached Cantonese, Hindi, Mandarin and Vietnamese speaking communities. We helped hundreds of people to register to vote. We called over 1,200 people across Washington State to remind them to vote in the primary election and provided information in Cantonese, Vietnamese, Mandarin, Korean and Khmer. Staff, volunteers and interns visited community centers, knocked on doors and attended local events to register new voters and assist King County voters with requesting their election materials in Chinese, Vietnamese and Korean from King County Elections.

Introducing Candidates, Issues and Processes

On August 12, folks across the country tuned in to watch the first-ever AAPI Presidential Election Town Hall, which was held in Las Vegas but streamed nationwide. Over 500 people from across our state gathered in community spaces to take part in this historic event – including at ACRS. Despite technical difficulties that interrupted the livestream, people...
had a chance to learn about positions taken by the presidential candidates on issues important to them. Participants at ACRS had the chance to practice voting through a mock vote. They gathered to discuss the positions of leading presidential candidates with community members in 7 languages and dialects, including Cantonese, Mandarin, Vietnamese, Korean, Nepali, Khmer and Samoan.

Candidates running for local office spoke directly to community members at candidate forums in eastern and western Washington. Asian Pacific Islander Coalition partners hosted the Spokane candidate forum and the candidate forum at ACRS was a collaborative effort between the Asian Pacific Islander Americans for Civic Empowerment, International Community Health Services, InterIm Community Development Agency, Northwest Asian Weekly and Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation Development Authority. Community members had the chance to hear directly from candidates on the issues that AAPIs care about – including climate change, education, immigration and the economy.

Stories from the Field

A member of our Club Bamboo senior center asked about upcoming ballot parties for Vietnamese speakers. She was planning a vacation and didn’t want to miss the opportunity to vote and wondered if she needed to change her vacation plans.

A husband and wife, both successful graduates of our evening citizenship class were scheduled to take their Oath of Allegiance at a naturalization ceremony on October 11. They emailed staff, worried that they would miss the voter registration deadline and not be able to vote in their first election this year. We reassured them that they have until October 31 to register in person.

‘Asian representation in politics,’ ‘LGBTQ rights’ and ‘immigration reform’ were just three of the most important issues identified by youth participants at our “Celebrate Your Freedom” event, held at ACRS in October. This was our first civic engagement event aimed at celebrating the power of youth civic voices. We assisted a young participant in our Peer Leaders of Tomorrow program who had recently turned 19. She
shared that “registering to vote or voting never crossed my mind as a priority. If it wasn’t for this event, it would not have been as easy for me to register and become a voting member of our community.”

The 2016 AAPI Democracy Summit
Over 2,000 community members from all over Washington State attended the Asian Pacific Islander Coalition’s (APIC) Democracy Summit on September 15. ACRS joined with local and statewide partners from Pierce, Snohomish, South Puget Sound, Spokane and Yakima to organize this successful event. The theme was “Celebrating Unity and Civic Engagement.” With interpretation in 27 languages, participants heard from local and state leaders about the importance of their voice, not only during election periods, but year-round. The highlight of the event was a gubernatorial candidate forum where the two major candidates for governor responded to questions raised by the community, which included climate change and its impacts on vulnerable low-income communities and communities of color, raising the state’s minimum wage, and funding for education and health, human and social services.

Getting Out the Vote
On September 27, ACRS joined partners across Washington and nationally in National Voter Registration Day. Along with our partners, we helped community members update voter registration information and register eligible new voters. Outreach with local partners in 5 languages spanned King County from Shoreline to Kent and east to Bellevue.

Over 1,000 letters went out to community members who became citizens with the help of ACRS’ Naturalization Program, to remind them to register to vote, to offer assistance to register, and ask them to vote if registered.

Prior to the 2016 General Election, our office was abuzz with our “Get Out the Vote” efforts. We placed multilingual ads urging and reminding people to vote in 10 local ethnic community newspapers — including
those read by Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Vietnamese community members. We held over 10 ballot parties in various languages. At each gathering, we explained the roles of different elected offices, the initiatives on the ballot, and how to ensure that one’s vote is counted.

As information on ballots can be difficult to understand, we created non-partisan policy briefs that provide simplified and accessible answers to basic questions like “what is this initiative about?” and “what does a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ vote mean?” Lastly, we recruited volunteers to help us get out the vote through local door knocking and multiple multilingual phone banking sessions which ran up until November 8.

Looking Toward the Future
Though the November election is over, the work of civic engagement is far from done. With the goal of building year-round capacity for civic engagement within our communities, we continue to work across generations, ethnicities and geographic boundaries to ensure that AAPI community voices are heard. We are already preparing for AAPI Legislative Day in Olympia, set for February of 2017, so that we are ready to mobilize communities state-wide to meet with the governor and legislators to address the budget and issues on behalf of their families and communities. We are continuing the momentum to increase the visibility of AAPIs; support the development of youth and community leaders; and outreach to new and emerging sectors of AAPI communities.

With your help, we will continue to build on the foundations laid for AAPI civic engagement in the years ahead. Please take our Pledge to Engage and we’ll contact you with tips and important, non-partisan election information so you can stay in the loop when it comes to exercising your right to vote: http://bit.ly/ACRS_PledgeToEngage.

Contact Monica Ng at (206) 774-2436 or monican@acrs.org to learn more about the AAPI Democracy Initiative.
ACRS Annual Gala a Success

Over 550 community leaders, elected officials, supporters and volunteers joined us at our annual gala, A Culinary Journey on October 1 at The Westin Bellevue. The event, presented by Comcast, featured remarks from Seattle City Mayor Ed Murray, ACRS Executive Director Diane Narasaki, guest speaker Trang Tu and an onstage cooking demonstration by Chef Nirmal Monteiro of Nirmal’s Restaurant in Seattle’s Pioneer Square.

The event began with a lively performance by Morning Star, a Korean cultural drum and dance group. In addition to Chef Nirmal Monteiro, our featured chefs included Chef Yue Wiborg of SOI, Chef Masa Nakashima of Japonessa and Chef Chera Amlag of Hood Famous Bakeshop.

Through video testimonials, we heard inspiring stories of hope, opportunity and finding one’s voice from participants of our citizenship, employment, senior and behavioral health programs. Former board member and longtime community advocate, Trang Tu, stepped onstage to share her personal story of hope and voice. Trang spoke of the life she has shares with her mother, whom she has been taking to ACRS’ Club Bamboo Senior Center for the last year and a half. She said, “experiencing Club Bamboo reminds me that we are all one community. There is no ‘donor’ apart from ‘beneficiary’, there is only us, as one community.” Through storytelling, we learned that while many seek out ACRS for hope and opportunity, what they often find is their voice, a sense of individual empowerment and connection to community that makes us all stronger.

Near the end of the evening, we were moved by the generosity and love of one man for his longtime friend and our great community leader, “Uncle Bob” Santos. This man’s heartfelt gift in honor of Uncle Bob reminded us of the treasured responsibility of carrying his legacy forward.

1 Gala guests raise their numbers to support ACRS. 2 Lucky winner of a Secret Ingredient package. 3 Morning Star Korean Cultural Center opening performance. 4 Trang Tu shares her mother’s story with guests. 5 Dessert course by Hood Famous Bakeshop. Photos by Naomi Ishisaka.
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Community Health Plan of Washington | Fortune Casino | SEIU Healthcare 775NW | USI Kibble & Prentice

Printing Sponsor: The Genoa Foundation | Entertainment Sponsor: HomeStreet Bank | Volunteer Sponsor: Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
Special Thanks: Desi 1250AM | Starbucks
Between 2007 and 2013 in King, Pierce and Snohomish counties, the number of unemployed Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (AAPIs) increased 73%, and the poverty rate grew 63%, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. Over half (57%) are foreign-born, and over two-thirds speak a language other than English at home. As wages increase and more job-seekers enter the labor market, those who speak limited English may find it harder to gain entry-level jobs. For those who do not know how to use computers, their inability to bridge the digital divide often means they are unable to find and retain a job, or advance in their careers.

Limited-English AAPI job-seekers and workers will be at a disadvantage if they cannot use tablets, smartphones and the Internet with some level of proficiency. The need for digital literacy affects everything from service jobs like hotel housekeeping to manufacturing jobs. To keep their jobs, learn their schedules, submit timesheets to get paid and communicate with supervisors, employees must now be computer literate. This year, thousands of home care workers in Washington were affected when the state moved their time keeping system online, potentially costing those unfamiliar with computers their jobs or their pay.

That is why ACRS is deepening our digital literacy efforts across our programs. We help community members gain the skills they need to succeed in this country, and we work with employers to learn what they need from workers today. With generous support from Comcast, we launched our Digital Literacy Initiative this past October. Our curriculum builds on new skills and elements each week, starting with basics like turning a computer on and off, typing and using a mouse, and progressing to using Google Maps and LinkedIn.

“This effort is not only about building a bridge to help more Americans cross the digital divide, but it’s also about helping people use the Internet to climb up the economic ladder – to a better education and a better job that will help them achieve their dreams and help end the cycle of poverty,” says David L. Cohen, Comcast’s Senior Executive Vice President and Chief Diversity Officer in Community Investment. Locally, Comcast is also funding similar efforts at the Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle, Chief Seattle Club, El Centro de la Raza and others.

Thank you, Comcast, for your continued investment in our community and supporting ACRS as we help clients build a better future for themselves and their families.

Digital literacy students filled the ACRS computer lab on the first day. Photo by Hong Chhuor.
The Art of Letting Go

by Ling Chua, LMFT

A young monk and his teacher were traveling one day when they came across a woman standing by the river. The bridge that used to be there had been washed away by the torrents. The woman looked visibly upset and impatient. “I need to get to the other side quickly,” she said to the monks as they approached. “I haven’t got time to take a detour to get to the next bridge. Would you be so kind as to carry me across?” The young monk looked to his teacher, who nodded and proceeded to let her climb onto his back. He carried her across the river and set her down gently, upon which the woman chided him for dirtying her robes and hurriedly walked away without a word of gratitude.

When the teacher returned to rejoin the young monk, the two continued on their journey in silence, the teacher’s robes dripping wet. The young monk could only imagine the discomfort his teacher was in. After a few hours, the young monk could not longer hold his silence and asked, “Teacher, why did you let the woman humiliate you when you went through all this trouble to help her?”

“I set her down hours ago,” the teacher smiled. “Why are you still carrying her?”

This is one version of a story from Zen Buddhism about living in the present and letting go of grudges. While it is understandable that we respond to unpleasant experiences with emotions such as anger, problems arise when we continue to saddle ourselves with such emotions.

Clients often tell me of their experiences of being unfairly treated, whether it is a perceived slight from a fellow road user just moments ago or a disparaging remark from their grade school teacher. Their emotional responses range from annoyance to anger to shame. Some spend sleepless nights thinking how they can get even with their superior. Some resolve never to call the family member again.

Why is it so hard to just let it go?

Part of the reason lies in our biological pre-programming. When we perceive a threat, our body switches into “fight-or-flight” mode. Just as prehistoric humans instinctively turned around and pointed their spears when they heard rustling in the grass behind them, we are quick to launch a counter attack when we think we are under fire. To be sure, we no longer fear being eating alive by lions, but in our urban jungles or the comfort of schools, offices, homes and virtual spaces, we are still watchful of threats, whether they are hurtful words or reckless behaviors from others. This is part of our survival instincts.

Sometimes, we overestimate a perceived threat and our behavior is accordingly outsized. We may snap at our unsuspecting spouses or slam doors on our way out. We may have great difficulty telling our body to “stand down” after an event. While we’re huffing and puffing in our indignation, our spouses are left wondering, “What did I say?”

Often, what we perceive to be disrespectful behavior may have triggered a deeper negative belief about ourselves: “I’m incompetent,” or “I’m weak.” We develop core beliefs about ourselves from our childhood experiences; if we were constantly criticized, dismissed or otherwise hurt, we may come to believe deeply that we are unworthy of love.

Core beliefs can be changed with therapy. In the course of daily life, we can also practice acceptance of our feelings. I recently learned a therapeutic approach that uses tapping on the meridian points on our face and upper body. While tapping, we say aloud self-validating statements, such as, “Even though I am so mad at myself for letting this person get under my skin, I’d like to accept my feelings.” Paradoxically, when we accept our feelings no matter how unreasonable they seem, we give ourselves permission to let these feelings go. Our grudges go along with these feelings.

The teacher in the story that began this article was able to set the woman down even in his mind because of his compassion, not just toward her, but – perhaps more importantly – toward himself.

Community workshops and individual or family counseling appointments are available. For more information or to schedule a consultation, please call ACRS Therapy Associates at (206) 695-7511.

Ling is a Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist with ACRS Therapy Associates.
Each of us is made up of body and mind. We cannot separate one from the other, and in order to be happy and healthy, we must care for the whole person.

Even with the best of intentions and knowledge of mental health, our staff can do little to help someone be happy when they’re suffering from severe tooth pain, diabetes and chronic pain – or if they don’t have a place to sleep at night.

At ACRS, we promote whole health and well-being when providing care to clients. When we learned that people with a serious mental illness (SMI) have a higher risk of premature death (dying on average 25 years earlier than people without SMI), we felt an urgent need to do more than what we had been doing. With a $2 million federal grant from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), we developed and have been providing a model of whole health care since October 2010.

We call this program WAPA, or Wellness for Asian Pacific Americans. The goals are two-fold: 1) bring primary care to ACRS, where clients are already gathering, and (2) incorporate health education and culturally competent wellness-activities that complement the medical treatment they’re receiving.

Each week, ACRS offers one day of primary care services by dedicated medical staff from International Community Health Services (ICHS). Our clients, who did not previously have access to primary care services, can now see a doctor and receive quality medical services, preventive care and health education. With support from their mental health care managers, they engage in lifestyle changes.

WAPA offers health and wellness education, and provides activities that address nutrition and exercise. Over half of our clients either have or are at risk for diabetes, high cholesterol or high blood pressure. We’ve developed over 20 different client wellness groups tailored to specific ethnic groups, and integrating unique cultural practices and beliefs. We use various approaches like acupuncture, Tai Chi, yoga, meditation, traditional dance, prayers, music and ethnic cooking. We even offer dental care at ACRS through the Mobile Dental Van from Medical Teams International and ICHS.

More recently, we’ve strengthened our approach to caring for clients who are experiencing both mental health and substance use disorder. Treating one without treating other issues is not effective, so we’re working to cross-train our staff in mental health, substance use and physical health.

Our goal is to help clients live happy and healthy lives as productive and contributing members of our society by reaching their full potential. For us, the best to way to achieve this goal is to treat each client as a whole person and all aspects of their health by culturally and professionally competent staff and integrated services.
The Power of U.S. Citizenship

If you’re a citizen of the United States, when was the last time you paused to think about what citizenship means to you? For many immigrants who have yet to naturalize, it’s a question that often weighs on their minds.

When ACRS clients decide to pursue U.S. citizenship, they do so for a variety of reasons. Ask them, and they might tell you that they appreciate the United States. They feel American and want to make it “official.” They feel more secure knowing that the U.S. will become their permanent home once they naturalize. Naturalized clients who have lived under repressive governments in their countries of origin no longer have to fear deportation back to their homelands.

Others are motivated by gaining the right to vote and help choose their elected officials. They are excited to know that their voices will be heard and their votes will be counted. We’ve heard stories from various clients about how voting is not something they were able to do, or something they felt safe doing in their native countries. Many believed their votes didn’t matter.

We’ve also observed that a key motivator for naturalization is family reunification. Newly naturalized clients often petition for their adult children (or their parents, younger children and siblings) to come to the U.S. and become lawful permanent residents. Someday, they too, will become citizens. Immigrant minors under 18 have an opportunity to derive citizenship from their naturalized parents, which could impact their ability to access financial aid or scholarships, or to apply for certain jobs.

There’s the benefit of being able to travel with a U.S. passport, which impacts travel visa fees to certain nations and enables naturalized citizens to take long trips to their native countries without worrying about their immigration status. There’s also some comfort in knowing that as a citizen, one could seek assistance at the U.S. embassy in any country, should a problem arise while they are traveling. Naturalized citizens know they can leave and re-enter the United States without fear of not being able to get back into the country.

For refugees and asylum seekers in particular, who may have suffered immensely in their journeys to America, the impact of becoming a U.S. citizen is nothing short of a profound sense of security in knowing that they are safe, at last.

Each of our clients has a unique immigration story, but when they naturalize, they all share a sense of gratitude, pride and a hope for the future.
WALK FOR RICE

FIGHTING HUNGER AS A COMMUNITY

Over a thousand people gathered on a sunny Saturday, June 25, at Seward Park in Seattle for the 2016 Walk for Rice, presented by Pacific Market International (PMI). For 26 years, Walk for Rice has promoted awareness about hunger in our communities while also raising funds for the ACRS Food Bank, where we provide over a million pounds of culturally familiar foods like rice, tofu, fish and fresh vegetables to Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) elders and families who come from across the region.

The family and pet friendly walk/run featured lion dancing, a martial arts demonstration, Japanese taiko drumming and a performance by the Seattle Chinese Girls Drill Team. Jeff Liang, event committee co-chair and ACRS board member reflects, “It’s so inspiring to see the community come together to fight hunger and immensely gratifying to see it all come together at the Walk itself.” We included new elements to this year’s Walk for Rice, including live music by Theory of Change, AAPI owned food trucks, Mangia Me and Outside the Box and a Community Appreciation gathering in July, when we honored the passion and leadership of our community.

Through the generosity of our event sponsors, walkers, runners and their donors, as well as a significant match through CenturyLink’s National Food Drive effort, Walk for Rice raised over $332,000 to help fight hunger. For the last four years, the CenturyLink match has inspired many to host their own community events resulting in over a dozen community fundraisers such as the Community Health Plan of Washington Rice Bowl, Karaoke for Rice, Rock for Rice, Drag for Rice, Words for Rice poetry reading, a bake sale by City University and more.

1 ACRS staff lead a lively warm-up before the walk. 2 The Kong family presents Mangia Me food truck. 3 ACRS board member Eunhee Sumner serving up tea and coffee. 4 Top fundraising team, TBS Seattle pose for a photo with Diane. 5 The Seattle Chinese Girls Drill Team kick off the walk. Photos by Naomi Ishisaka, Jack Storm and Rob Sumner.

Continues on page 21
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Capital One | CHINN Construction, LLC | Fenwick & West LLP | Group Health Cooperative | HomeStreet Bank | Pepsi Beverages Company | Perkins Coies

Entertainment Sponsor: University of Washington School of Social Work | Refreshment Sponsor: East West Bank

Special Thanks: CenturyLink | Crossings TV | Desi 1250AM

Emcees: Derek Wing, PEMCO Mutual Insurance Company and Mary Lee, King 5 News
Thank You 2016 Donors!

We gratefully acknowledge the following gifts recorded in our system between April 2016 and October 2016.

Corporate and Philanthropic Supporters
American Civil Liberties Union of Washington • American Polynesian Organization • AMERIGROUP Corporation • Ameriprise Financial, Inc. • APACE • Asia Pacific Cultural Center • Asian Pacific American Labor Alliance • Asian Pacific Director’s Coalition • AT&T • Ballard-Aiki # 170 I00F • Bank of America Foundation • Benevity, Inc. • Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation • Blucora Inc. • Boeing • Bread of Life Christian Church in Seattle • Brow and Lash • Cecilia Lim • C.A.C.A. Seattle Lodge • Cambodian Cooperative of Seattle • Cambodian Women Networking Association • Capital One • Catholic Community Services of Western Washington • CenturyLink Foundation • Charis Global Mission • Chinese Baptist Church • Chinese Information and Service Center • CHINN Construction, LLC • City Produce Company, LLC • Comcast NBCUniversal • Community Health Plan of Washington • Davis Wright Tremaine LLP • Deggering McIntosh & Associates, Inc. • East West Bank • El Centro de la Raza • Elliot Omija • Empirical Wealth Management • Equity Funding LLC • Expedia, Inc. • F5 Networks, Inc. • Fales Foundation Trust • Fantastic Perfume & Cosmetics LLC • Fidelity Charitable Grant • Fortune Casino • Fortune Pacific Development Inc. • Fuse Innovation Fund • GE Foundation • Give With Liberty Employee Donations • Google Company • Got Green • Group Health Cooperative • Harry Lerner Lerner Foundation • HomeStreet Bank • IMPARTURE • International Community Health Services • James C. Allen Charitable Foundation • Japonessa • Jewel Box Café Inc. • Justin Terada • Kawabe Memorial Fund • KIERO • King County Employee Giving Program • KPMG Community Involvement Program • KUMON of Beacon Hill • Lambda Phi Epsilon • Latino Community Fund of Washington • Mabuhay Foundation • Marguerite Casey Foundation • MAZON • A Jewish Response to Hunger • Microsoft Corporation • Morgan Stanley • Mountlake Family Dentistry • Muckleshoot Indian Tribe • Mutual of America Foundation • National Asian Pacific Center on Aging • National Cambodian American Organization • Nirmal’s • OCA • Greater Seattle • Pacific Hospital Preservation & Development Authority • Pacific Market International • Pepsi Beverages Company • Perkins Coie • Puget Sound Leadership PAC • Refugee & Immigrant Forum of Snohomish County • Robert Chinn Foundation • Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving • SCI PDA • Sea Mar Community Health Centers • Seattle Chapter J.A.C.L. • Seattle Goodwill • Seattle Korean Elder Association • SEIU 775-The Long Term Care Union Gov’t & Community Relations • SEIU Healthcare • Starbucks Coffee Co. • Swedish Medical Center • Symetra Financial • Tarragon LLC • The Arthur J. Gallagher Foundation • The Boeing Company • The Chan Family Charitable Fund • The Dorsey & Whitney Foundation • The Genoa Foundation • The Seattle Foundation • The Seneca Real Estate Group, Inc. • The Washington Federation of State Employees • The Yous Family Charitable Fund • Therapeutic Health Services • TIAA-CREF Trust Co. • T-Mobile USA, Inc. • Tuesday Ladies Blaine United Methodist Church • UFCW 21 • Unite Here Local 8 • United HealthCare Community Plan • United Way of King County • USI Kibble & Prentice • Wallace H. Coulter Foundation • Washington State Labor Council, AFL-CIO • Wedgwood Elementary School • Wells Fargo Foundation • Win/Win Network • YourCause-Corporate Employee Giving Programs

Individual Community Supporters
Abe Wong • Abert Lee • Abhishek Agrawal • Abie Castillo • Abigail Daquiza • Adam Ledyard • Adele Maruo & John Lowrance • Adrien Piro • Aiko Fuji • Akari Takayama • Akemi Matsumoto • Akiko Ito • Alan Chun • Alan Smith • Alan Yamada • Alanna & Ryan Stauffer • Albert Gonzales • Aileen Caplan Yamasaki • Aleia Webb • Alejandro Aquino • Alice Chang • Alice Finch • Alex Kong • Alex Truong • Alexander Doroski • Alexander Fong • Alexander Liu • Alexandra Olins • Alfredo Claro • Alice Chin • Alice Doyle • Alice Ito & Bob Shimabukuro • Alice Lee-Eiford • Alice Lin • Alice McLean Barnes & David Barnes • Alice Snorteland • Alice Truong • Alice Yang • Alicia Eng • Alicia Jordan • Alisha Stafnedford • Alison & Roger Pence • Alison Myers • Alison Rucker • Allan Chinn • Allan Ikeda • Allen Chen • Alok Berry • Alonso Ponce Moran • Alvin Tran • Amanda Chin • Amanda Suzuki • Amanda Vongkhamchanh • Amita Tang • Amy Bergstrom • Amy Solomon • Amy Szeto • Amy Wyman • Amy Yamamoto • Anapuli Aho • Andrea Neal • Andrea Smith • Andrew Barreos • Andrew Le • Angel Garces • Angela Chung • Angela Heald • Angelie Chong • Angelina Foss-Allende • Ania Murphy • Anita Rodgers • Anjana Sundaram • Ann McGittigan • Ann Yuen • Anna Butler • Anna Pizarro • Anna Santos Castillo • Anna Shea • Anna Tsui • Annabell Oh • Annamaria Molinaro • Anne Harper • Anne Xuan Clark • Anne-Marie Hamilton • Annie Gambardella • Annie Zhou • Annu Luthra • Anonymous Donors • Anthony Chacon • Anthony Ciak • Anthony Lee • April Eng • Aric Wong • Arlene Mark-Ng • Arlene Phillips • Arly Yu • Art Bondoc • Art Lew • Art Wong • Arthur So • Assunta Ng • Audrey Hwang • Aussie Santos • Austin Tugade • Ay Saechao • Ayako Miki & Pedro Martinez • Ayax Vargas • Baldrian • Bandoir Hadi • Barbara Bell • Barbara Lay • Barbara Lui • Barbara Nagao • Barbara Sek • Barbara Shock • Barret Seifer • Becky Kosugi • Ben & Kerry Chew • Ben Cantrell • Beng Loo • Beng Loo & David Collett • Benjamin Lee • Benson Wong • Bernice Dye • Bernie & Wendy aquino • Bessie Spencer • Beth Holland • Beth Van fossan • Bethany Clayough • Bettie Lake • Betty Chandler & Mary Emert • Betty Chin • Betty Mastropaolo • Beverly Ikeda • BiHoa Caldwell • Bijal Ghedia • Bi-Lan Chiong • Bill & Valerie Henshaw • Bill Malcolmson • Bill Tashima • Binh Nguyen • Blair Woolridge • Blanche Barajas • Bob Norikane • Bob Santos • Bob Shimabukuro & Alice Ito • Bobby Egan • Bopharuth Cheng • Brad & Gayle Miyake • Bradley D. Tong • Brandon Bird • Brandon Matsuda • Brandon Uttech • Brenda Sevilla-Miranda • Brenda Shaw • Brel Lane • Brian Ito & Laura Samsung • Brian Magalang • Brian Nguyen • Brian Orts • Brian Reid • Brian Timmerman • Brian Wong & Cindy Sok • Brian Yu • Brisa Guajardo • Brittany Ryerson • Brooke Bassetti • Bruce & Dawn Goto • Bruce & Dolores Dong • Bruce Bryant • Bruce Hashimoto • Bruce Huang • Bryan DeYoung • Byung Ryou • Caitlin Holliday • Caleb & Ethan Adriano • Cambria Schmidt • Camille Johnson • Candace Inagi & David Miller • Candace Yapele • Candice kim • Carl Marquardt • Carmen Chan • Carmen DiDomenico • Carol Hanson • Carol Hiller • Carol Kastrup • Carol McDaniel • Carol Moriguchi • Carol Narasaki • Carol Schoubou • Caroline Yu • Carmen Chan • Carmen DiDomenico • Carol Hanson • Carol Hiller • Carol Kastrup • Carol McDaniel • Carol Moriguchi • Carol Narasaki • Carol Schoubou • Caroline Yu
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A Story of Hope, Opportunity and Voice (cont.)

help of ACRS’ medical director and citizenship services supervisor to obtain a disability waiver for her, which was initially denied. They worked to put together an appeal, but on the day before the hearing, Pheangdy experienced a reaction from her medications that caused her to fall and break a leg. She started to lose hope during the month that she spent in the hospital.

Pheangdy rescheduled her hearing for June 29, 2016. She went to her hearing with the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services in a wheelchair, as she continued to heal from her fall. Fortunately, her appeal was approved and she was sworn in as a U.S. citizen that day. Her mood has improved dramatically after her naturalization and improvement in her cancer; she feels that she has found a new reason to live, adding that without ACRS, she would have had “no chance of obtaining citizenship.”

ACRS Annual Gala a Success (cont.)

The overwhelming generosity and support from our gala guests helped raise over $340,000 to sustain vital services that bring hope and opportunity to thousands in our community. Thank you to ACRS board members, staff and volunteers for their support. We extend a very special acknowledgement to our volunteer event emcee, Mary Nam of KOMO 4 News. Finally, our deepest gratitude to gala committee chair, Derek Edmonds, and committee members Jacky-Vy Chau, Norman Cheuk, Angelie Chong, Daniel Chun, Debadutta Dash, Clara Doctolero, Loretta Little, Shane Rai, Eunhee Sumner and Juliana Wong – your leadership and passion for our community helped make this event possible!

Fighting Hunger as a Community (cont.)

We wish to extend our many thanks to volunteers, supporters and their families for their generous support of Walk for Rice. ACRS is grateful to Blaine United Methodist Church, Chinese Baptist Church, Japanese Baptist Church and our honorary co-chairs Sam Mitsui and Herb Tsuchiya, and the late Bertha Tsuchiya, for their roles in founding Walk for Rice and building a cherished community tradition. Big thanks to Stella Leong and Margie Martin for including ACRS in the CenturyLink Food Drive – a partnership and matching opportunity that has brought significant resources to the our food bank. Finally, a heartfelt thank you to this year’s Walk for Rice committee co-chairs Jeffrey Liang and Martha Reyes, and committee members Mele Aho, Justin Chan, Kerry Chew, Kathy Kim-Juhn, Victoria Ju, Sam Le, Nicole Ngonevolalath, Brian Nguyen, Cathy Pham, Mike Simbre, Richard Sohn, Soma Subramaniam, Dexter Tang, Ming-Ming Tung-Edelman and Aaron Yeung.

We look forward to seeing you at the next Walk for Rice on Saturday, June 24, 2017. Contribute to our year-round effort and support the ACRS Food Bank by making a gift at www.walkforrice.org.
ACRS is able to serve our clients every day because of our skilled and dedicated staff of 258. Please join us in thanking and recognizing some of our longest serving colleagues for their years of service!
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**A Fantastic Ride**

*by Gary Tang, Director of Aging and Adult Services*

The last 21 years and eight months at ACRS have been a fantastic ride! I look forward to work each morning and tackling projects on my to-do list. Getting an aromatic latte at Café Hope, admiring the energy of our seniors at their Zumba Gold and yoga classes, and hearing stories about how my co-workers creatively meet their clients’ needs keep me positive.

I have witnessed the healthy growth of the organization. I remember moving from Asian Plaza to the International District Village Square in 2003. Our dreams came true in 2008, when we moved into our current and lovely home on Martin Luther King Jr. Way South.

Our Aging and Adult Services team has grown from 16 in 1995 (the year I joined ACRS) to nearly 80 today. Significant program developments include the successful ‘New Freedom’ program in Washington State in 2007, which empowered our clients by putting them in the driver’s seat with respect to their own care. In 2008, we added a fifth senior lunch program featuring international cuisines five days a week. That program evolved into Club Bamboo – a full-service senior center offering ethnic meals, wellness activities, social time and other services for older adults in 2015. We’ve just reached a new membership record of 600 this year!

We’ve helped thousands of limited English-speaking caregivers meet mandated training and certification requirements. In 2010, we hired our own instructors to teach multilingual homecare training classes and began our Navigator program to help thousands of King County caregivers stay in the workforce. Next year, we will implement the Health Home program using integrated care services to assist high-risk elders improve health outcomes.

I love the way that we work as a cohesive team at ACRS to provide integrated and culturally competent services for all generations. We embrace diversity and break down barriers for AAPIs to access services and increase civic engagement. My two-decade ride has been filled with great joy and satisfaction, and I have nothing but good memories here. After an extensive search process, we are pleased to announce G De Castro will be filling my shoes. He is extremely well-qualified for the job, and the program will continue to flourish under his leadership.

As for me, I intend to tackle my next chapter with gusto by fulfilling some long-delayed dreams that have fueled my imagination for years. Wish me luck!

---

Together, we embrace diversity and break down barriers for AAPIs to access services and increase civic engagement.
Uncle Bob

Bob Santos, everybody’s uncle, and unofficial mayor of the Chinatown/International District, did more than any single individual to preserve the historic, cultural, affordable residential and small business character of the neighborhood.

At a time when Chinatowns and historic Asian neighborhoods across the country were disappearing due to the pressures of development out of sync with their character, Bob led the fight to preserve our historic neighborhood for the community to live, work and play in.

Many major pieces of the community’s infrastructure, including ACRS, came about because of Bob’s advocacy. Uncle Bob’s roots were in the neighborhood, but his vision and commitment to a just and peaceful world led him far beyond the CID. He strengthened the ties between the Native American, Latino, and African American and other communities and our own for decades.

As a regional representative of HUD later in his career, he shared what he had learned locally and applied it at a regional and national level. He opened the doors of federal buildings to people who were homeless on cold winter nights. He traveled abroad, responded to invitations to share what he learned, along with his brothers in spirit and in the struggle, Bernie Whitebear, Roberto Maestas and Larry Gossett.

He documented many of the changes he had seen and had a hand in through his books, so that the history of the period would not be lost to future generations. He inspired and mentored generations of community activists, organizers and leaders in our community. He will continue to inspire everyone who knew him, knew of him, or will learn of what he achieved in his lifetime, for generations to come.

Bob was everyone’s uncle, a mentor to generations of community organizers and leaders, and a hero to us all.
Ruth and Ben Woo

If Bob Santos was the “unofficial Mayor of the Chinatown/International District” and everyone’s favorite honorary uncle, Ruth Woo, who passed away recently, was the behind the scenes political wizard and king maker who played a key role in the cultivation, election and appointment of many of our leaders. Ruth’s warm, down-to-earth, good humored manner and genuine interest in people made her everyone’s favorite honorary aunty. She often had a gleam in her eye as she innocently asked her many breakfast, lunch and coffee partners of all ages, races and backgrounds, for their opinions on issues of the day and people in the news. Ruth laughed readily at herself and our collective human foibles, while sharing her own incisive reading of any given situation in these conversations. She was always looking for talent in our community and other communities of color. She looked for good minds with good hearts and encouraged people with both to run for office or seek appointments to make a difference for our communities’ most vulnerable members. She was a humble powerhouse who shunned the spotlight while pushing others whom she thought could do the world some good, into it. Presidential Cabinet Members, Ambassadors, U.S. Senators and Congressional Representatives, Governors, County Executives, Mayors, State Legislators, County and City Council Members, all turned to Ruth for sage advice and assistance in their political careers. Ruth has been called the most powerful person in political circles in our state, by those who knew first hand.

Ruth’s husband, Ben, who preceded Ruth in death, was a wise and deeply respected and accomplished community leader as well. Ruth and Ben were far-sighted and generous. They were deeply rooted in the community, lived simply and gave generously to build and strengthen its infrastructure to benefit current and future generations. They gave their time, talent and treasure to many organizations, and made a significant impact in major community institutions like ACRS, ICHS, Kin On, the Wing Luke Museum, the SCIDPDA and so many other worthy organizations. Many of the important advances our community has made statewide were possible because of Ruth and Ben’s vision and the political and community resources that were the fruits of their labor. We at ACRS will always be grateful for all that they did for ACRS, our community, our nation and our world.
**Share Your Thoughts**

In the days ahead, our community may be facing difficult challenges. You have been a vital part of serving the needs of the AAPI community. In the coming year, we will be communicating in new and different ways, and we hope to inform, inspire and engage you. Our community is going to need all of us.


---

**3 Easy Ways to Support ACRS Year-round**

**Amazon Smile**

When you shop on smile.amazon.com, select Asian Counseling and Referral Service as your charitable organization and Amazon will donate 0.5% of your eligible purchases to support our programs. Just in time for the holidays!

Start today: [smile.amazon.com/ch/91-0916176](smile.amazon.com/ch/91-0916176).

**Fred Meyer Community Rewards Program**

Do you shop at Fred Meyer? Earn donations for ACRS by using your Rewards Card when you check out. Simply log in to your account and choose us.

**Employer Matching Programs**

Make a gift to ACRS, then ask your human resources department about your company’s matching gift process. Some programs are administered online and others require you to fill out a paper form – please follow your company’s process.
27th annual WALK FOR RICE every grain counts

COMING JUNE 24, 2017...

For sponsorship information, please contact Candace Inagi at: candacei@acrs.org | 206.774.2404

To become a team captain or volunteer please contact Stephenie Lock at: stepheniel@acrs.org | 206.695.7551

PLEASE ALSO SUPPORT

ICH5 Lunar New Year 5K
February 26, 2017 | wccda.org

White Center CDA Run 4 Hope
March 25, 2017 | ichs.com
If you would no longer like to receive ACRS News or if you have an address correction, please email info@acrs.org with your name, mailing address and request.
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3639 Martin Luther King Jr. Way S
Seattle, WA 98144

P 206 695 7600  WA Relay 800 833 6384
F 206 695 7606  www.acrs.org

---

**Behavioral Health Espresso Stand Project**

**Hope Café**

**HOURS OF OPERATION**

Monday – Friday, 9 AM–2:30 PM

Café Hope changes lives with beans roasted by Seattle favorite Caffe Vita!

Bring this coupon to the stand on the first floor of ACRS for a discounted drink.

Pick up a frequent customer card while you’re at it!

**Coupon Expires 4/1/2017**

3639 Martin Luther King Jr. Way S
Seattle, WA 98144

**ASIAN COUNSELING and REFERRAL SERVICE**

P 206 695 7600  WA Relay 800 833 6384
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**NONDISCRIMINATION & ACCESSIBILITY RIGHTS**

Asian Counseling and Referral Service (ACRS) complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex. ACRS does not exclude people or treat them differently because of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex.

ACRS:

Provides free aids and services to people with disabilities to communicate effectively with us, such as:

- Qualified sign language interpreters
- Written information in other formats (large print, audio, accessible electronic formats, other formats)

Provides free language services to people whose primary language is not English, such as:

- Qualified interpreters
- Information written in other languages

If you need these services, contact ACRS Front Desk Staff or a representative in the program that provides you service.

If you believe that ACRS has failed to provide these services or discriminated in another way on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, or sex, you can file a grievance with: ACRS Civil Rights Coordinator – ACRS Compliance Officer, 3639 Martin Luther King Jr. Way S, Seattle, WA 98144, (206) 774-2409, WA Relay (800) 833-6384, Fax (206) 695-7606, compliance@acrs.org. You can file a grievance in person or by mail, fax, or email. If you need help filing a grievance, the ACRS Compliance Officer is available to help you.

You can also file a civil rights complaint with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights, electronically through the Office for Civil Rights Complaint Portal, available at https://ocrportal.hhs.gov/ocr/portal/lobby.jsf, or by mail or phone at:


---
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